Change in the retrograde atrial activation sequence following radiofrequency modification of the atrioventricular node: implications for the electrophysiologic circuit of a variant of atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia.
Despite the great success in treating AV nodal reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT) with radiofrequency modification of the AV node, the dimensions of the electrophysiologic circuit of this arrhythmia remain unclear, and simple models fail to explain all tachycardia-related phenomena. We describe three unusual cases of supraventricular tachycardia (SVT). In all three cases, retrograde atrial activation during ventricular pacing or during SVT manifested local left atrial electrograms recorded from the coronary sinus preceding the septal atrial electrograms (eccentric activation), with earliest atrial activity at the lateral or posterolateral mitral annulus. Electrophysiologic maneuvers and observations were consistent with AVNRT as the mechanism in each case. In all cases, radiofrequency modification of the AV node eliminated inducible SVT and abolished dual pathway AV nodal physiology. The retrograde atrial activation sequence during ventricular pacing changed after ablation in each case, with septal atrial electrograms preceding left atrial electrograms recorded from the coronary sinus (concentric activation). The observations in these cases cannot be explained by the traditional model of slow, fast, and intermediate AV nodal pathways. A model incorporating a circuit close to the AV node with left atrial and coronary sinus connections is proposed.